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fin l an d

This paper studies earnings management in

public and private companies and in par-

ticular whether earnings management is a func-

tion of a company’s leverage� public and private

firms differ in two respects that potentially have

implications for their financial reporting� first,

the lower concentration of ownership in public

firms and the lower managerial ownership im-

plies that accounting has a more important role

in performance evaluation� The possible effect

of this is that managers of public companies are

more likely to manage earnings in order to ei-

ther maximize accounting-based bonuses or

avoid reporting a poor profit that would result

in dismissal of the manager� A second conse-

quence of the more diffuse ownership in public

firms is that accounting has a more important

role in communicating with current and pro-

spective shareholders� Based on the differences,

a number of papers have studied whether earn-

ings quality differ between private and public

companies� �owever, the results in these prior

studies are mixed�

�n order to redress this apparent ambigu-

ity, this paper studies differences in accounting

between 99 public and 99 private finnish com-

panies during the period 1997 – 2001� As earn-arn-

ings management is difficult to measure, several

different approaches are used in the paper to

identify earnings management� firstly, following

prior studies, a number of “aggregate measures”

aimed to capture a large range of different ear-

nings management activities are used� �econdly,

a number of specific accruals are studied, na-

mely, depreciation policy, the amortization of

goodwill, and the recognition of impairment

losses� Thirdly, whether companies use the ti-

ming of asset sales and other gains reported as

a non-operating income or an extraordinary

item as a way to manage earnings is explored�

The advantage of using an “aggregate me-

asure” is that the examination of only one ac-

counting choice at a time may obscure the ove-

rall effect of earnings management� �owever,

an advantage of the study of specific accounting

choices and real transactions is that it improves

the possibilities to separate earnings manage-

ment stemming from the use of judgment in

reporting from earnings management via real

transactions� �igh quality accounting standards

and auditing can reduce earnings management

stemming from accounting choices but not ear-

nings management stemming from real transac-

tions� Thus, compared to prior studies, more

fine-tuned measures to identify earnings mana-

gement are used in this paper in order to iden-

tify reporting differences between private and

public companies�

A main finding is that there are no sig-

nificant differences in the tendency to manage

earnings between public and private companies

in finland� This finding contrasts with previous

evidence from the U��, U��� and other �uro-



�

peans countries, where, for example, Ball and

�hivakumar �200��� and Burgstahler et al� �200���

found that the quality of earnings is higher in

public companies than in private ones, and

Beatty and �arris �1999�� and Beatty et al�

�2002��, who studied U��� companies, found that

public companies are more likely to manage

their earnings than private companies� A further

main result in this paper is that that leveraged

companies are more likely to manage their

earnings upwards� This corresponds with prior

studies �e�g�, �undgren and Johansson, 2004;

�olthausen and �eftwich, 198���� A final contri-

bution is that it is shown that the impact of lev-

erage on accounting choices is approximately

similar for public and private companies� 


